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CHEERS SPEC "The Church of Carla" Written by R.J. Haynes



TEASER FADE IN: INT. BAR - NIGHT The bar is filled with the usuals. FRASIER flips through a thin brochure booklet. He SCOFFS, turns the page, SCOFFS louder, turns the page, then GROANS. SAM can’t ignore it anymore and intervenes. SAM Say, Fras, could ya read any quieter? FRASIER I’m sorry, Sam. I just got this newsletter from my graduating class at Harvard listing all the accomplishments of my peers and I suppose I’m feeling a little... competitive. WOODY Why’s that, Dr. Crane? You’ve accomplished a lot. Frasier reads from the newsletter. FRASIER Dr. Rob Wilshire established a state-of-the-art mental health facility in Jordan, Dr. Heather Burns created her own hypnosis treatment for PTSD, and Dr. Gregory Snivels, the hot shot of the class, has just completely disproven all of Sigmund Freud’s work. WOODY (laughing) Sounds like you’re better off than that Sigmund guy. He won’t be showin’ his face at the next reunion. FRASIER Just a few years ago I had such aspirations. (MORE)



2. FRASIER (CONT'D) How on earth did I squander away the better part of the last decade? As if answering his question, CLIFF, NORM, and PAUL each burp right after one another. SAM You know what they say. Time flies when you’re squanderin’. He serves Frasier a beer. DISSOLVE TO: MAIN TITLES



3. ACT ONE FADE IN: INT. BAR - DAY Frasier and Cliff are in their spots. Woody mans the bar while Sam replaces a keg. REBECCA comes out of the office. REBECCA Sam, where’s Carla? I want to give her last week’s paycheck. SAM Oh, yeah, her family’s started going to the one o’clock service at her church. She’ll be a little late on Sundays. REBECCA Huh, I wonder why she made that change. SAM She says it’s easier to show up late for God than to try and wake Satan. REBECCA What’s that supposed to mean? SAM Her kids want to sleep in. Ah.



REBECCA



Norm pops in and heads to his stool. Norm!



EVERYONE



SAM Hey, Norm. Long time no see. NORM Yeah, it’s been about 13 hours, 23 minutes, and 35... 36... 37... Sam places a beer in front of him and he drinks it. NORM (CONT’D) But who’s counting?



4. Woody wipes down the bar. NORM (CONT’D) Say, uh, Woody. I wanted to thank you again for giving me a ride home last night. WOODY Not a problem. It was my pleasure to see you home safe, Mr. Peterson. NORM Yeah well, Vera said to give you this. Y’know. For your... pleasure. He tosses him five bucks. WOODY Oh, this is inappropriate. NORM I’m sorry. She probably would’ve paid more if you’d’ve just left me here. WOODY That’s very kind of her. Woody turns to Sam. WOODY (CONT’D) Sam, do you think I should split this with you and Carla? SAM Nah, Woody. That’s not a tip for the bar. You’ve got yourself some extra income. WOODY Wow. I guess I should do this more often. SAM That’s actually not a bad idea. You could make sure people get home safe. WOODY Yeah, start my own little side job. I could excel at both careers. He fills up a mug from the tap and it’s entirely filled with foam. Sam grabs it away and dumps it out.



5. SAM Here, let me. CLIFF Yeah, I had side job once. I started deliverin’ mail part time for extra cash around the holidays. One thing led to another and-(realizing) Oh my gosh! I haven’t showed up for my real job in thirty years. He shrugs and takes a swig. CARLA bursts in. CARLA That’s it! I’ve had it! I can’t do it anymore. SAM If you’re quitting, you should really say all that stuff when you leave. She takes off her coat and puts on an apron behind the bar. CARLA I’m done with my church, Sam. I’m tired of priest after priest disappointing me and my family. I’ve been a Catholic my entire life but it ends today. WOODY You’ve been a Catholic for twentynine years? Carla squeezes his cheek. CARLA Thanks for tryin’ but I’m too wound up. FRASIER What happened, Carla? Injustice.



CARLA



SAM Okay easy, Batman. Why don’t you just go to the earlier mass again?



6. CARLA The real reason we stopped going to that early mass is the priest refused to let any of my kids be altar servers. Apparently they’re “problematic.” FRASIER What, does the holy water burn their skin? He laughs and Carla flicks his forehead to shut him up. CARLA Very funny. So I tried the later service with the other priest but the Tortelli reputation has trickled through to the afternoon crowd. WOODY Well, you can’t stop going to church altogether. They have the best grape juice. CLIFF Eh actually, Woody, Catholics use wine for communion. WOODY Pff. What a load! They think Jesus’ blood was made of wine? He’d be drunk all the time. NORM As opposed to diabetic. CARLA The whole thing has me second guessing everything. Now it all feels like bologna. Like, what’s a priest know that I don’t? I don’t need some robe-wearing know-it-all to talk to god. I talk to god on my own every Sunday. And every other Saturday at the pony track. SAM So what are you gonna do? CARLA I’ll tell you what I’m gonna do. I’m gonna start my own church! (MORE)



7. CARLA (CONT'D) One that doesn’t give a few holy guys all the power. FRASIER Carla, if I didn’t know better, I’d say you’re becoming a Protestant. She flicks him in the forehead again. CARLA It’s rude to call people names. DISSOLVE TO: INT. BAR - NIGHT Carla, Frasier, and Rebecca line up three rows of chairs in front of the bar. CARLA Thanks again for letting me have my first service here tomorrow morning, Rebecca. REBECCA You didn’t give me an option. You said you’d damn me to hell if I refused. FRASIER And what makes you think she could do that? REBECCA I don’t mess around when it comes to religion. New or old. I don’t know which one’s right but I plan on staying on its good side. FRASIER A God-fearing agnostic. Y’know, I could write an entire book on you. REBECCA Really? You think I’m that interesting? FRASIER Chapter one: she thinks this book’s a compliment. Rebecca smiles sarcastically.



8. CARLA (re: chairs) That should be plenty. REBECCA How many people are you expecting tomorrow morning? CARLA I don’t know. I put flyers up all around the church. FRASIER Well, how many disgruntled Catholics would want to meet in a dimly-lit bar? CARLA Good point. They add a bunch more chairs. Behind the bar, Sam closes up. SAM Alright, everybody, last call! Last call. Who’s takin’ the Woody driving service tonight? Almost everyone raises their hands. Woody lights up. WOODY Hot dog! I’ll be rakin’ in the Paul Newmans tonight. NORM Paul Newmans? WOODY Yeah, he’s on the five dollar bill. NORM Abraham Lincoln’s on the five dollar bill. Woody reaches into his wallet and pull a five out to double check. WOODY Well, it’s not a very good likeness.



9. SAM Say, Woody. You’re gonna take all these people home one at a time? You’ll be at it all night. WOODY That’s the price you pay for a successful side job, Sam. SAM I just worry about you burning the candle at both ends. CLIFF Did you know the expression “burning the candle at both ends” was first defined by Nathan Bailey in his Dictionarium Britannicum in the year 1730? SAM Boy, that sounded like an actual fact. Cliff, are you drunk? Cliff thinks. CLIFF Better add me to that list too, Wood. WOODY Sure thing, Mr. Clavin. DISSOLVE TO: INT. BAR - MORNING The chairs Carla set up are all filled with parishioners and they’re all drinking. The rest of the place is empty. Carla sits on the bar, facing them while reading from the bible. CARLA (bored) And Enos lived after he begat Cainan eight hundred and fifteen years, and begat sons and daughters. And all the days of Enos were nine hundred and five years. And he died. And Cainan lived seventy years, and begat Mahalaleel. (MORE)



10. CARLA (CONT'D) And Cainan lived after he begat Mahalaleel eight hundred and forty years, and begat-She closes the book. CARLA (CONT’D) Sheesh, now I know why we skip around in this thing. Sam walks in the front door quietly, hoping to not disturb the service. CARLA (CONT’D) (re: Sam) Okay, people, I think that’ll take us to the end. Are we all good? Anyone need a refill? They all shake their heads. CARLA (CONT’D) Okay, great. Listen, one thing before you leave. We’re all here because we’re fed up with how things were being run down at St. Francis’s. So can you share some thoughts on how we can do it better ourselves? You. She points at a WOMAN in the front row. WOMAN Oh, well, I suppose I was getting tired of the music. That organ hasn’t been tuned in years and I couldn’t stand it. CARLA Great, we’ll pipe in some good tunes. Next? A WOMAN 2 chimes in. WOMAN 2 I don’t like going to confession with the priests. They’re so judgemental. CARLA Perfect. You all can confess to me. I’ll never judge you in front of your face.



11. She points to a chubby man, RANDY. Yeah, you.



CARLA (CONT’D)



RANDY Well, I didn’t like that there wasn’t any beer at church before and you already fixed that. So thanks! CARLA Sure thing. Okay, drive safe everyone. They all file out of the door. Carla joins Sam behind the bar. SAM Sounded like it went well. CARLA You know something? It really did. Religion’s been such an important part of my life since I was a kid but it was never my own. It feels great to take control of my faith a little. SAM I’m impressed, Carla, I am. Y’know, I’ve always been a little skeptical of organized religion. I’m not against it, it just blurs into brainwashing a little bit. I think it’s great you’re breaking away. CARLA Do you wanna join in next week? SAM Oh, I’ve got my own practice, actually. CARLA Yeah? What religion are you? He thinks. SAM I spend most Sunday mornings watching sports and making breakfast for whoever slept over on Saturday night. Is that a religion?



12. CARLA (rolls her eye) As long as you’re devout. Woody slinks in, exhausted. SAM Hey, Woody. You look rough. How late were you driving last night? WOODY Pretty late, Sam. And up early this morning to drive more people. SAM You’re taxiing around more than just Cheers customers now? WOODY Oh yeah. I’m driving people to work, church, lunch meetings. SAM Jeez, man, you’re gonna kill yourself. WOODY It’s not that bad. The worst part is when I get real unruly riders. Cliff and Norm burst in, both cheering. NORM AND CLIFF Beer beer beer! CLIFF Sorry, Woody, I nicked your back door on a post getting out. I’m sure it’ll rub right off. Woody looks to Sam who smiles at him. FADE OUT.



13. ACT TWO FADE IN: INT. BAR - MORNING Church is in session. The whole thing’s a little more impressive now. People are dressed up, Carla stands at the front holding the bible, and there’s a professional KEYBOARDIST playing beautifully. Sam sets up the bar for the day, trying not to be a distraction. The keyboardist finishes. CARLA (stately) Thank you, Matthew, for that reverent performance. And now, a reading from the gospel according to Carla. She opens her bible and pulls out a small note card she left between the pages. CARLA (CONT’D) (reading the card) Jesus gave a stellar speech then fed the whole crowd fish n’ bread even though it didn’t look like there was enough fish n’ bread. (she looks to the parishioners) And that’s the gist of it once you cut through all the boring stuff. Amen. Amen.



PARISHIONERS CARLA



Sam is silently blown away by what he’s watching. Carla reaches behind the bar and pulls out a basket. CARLA (CONT’D) Okay, here’s the deal, gang. If we want to continue to afford Matthew and be able to expand the church at the same time, we’re all gonna need to chip in. Not to mention the tab you’re all rackin’ up at the bar. Let’s fill this basket, huh?



14. She hands the basket to a person in the front row and they start passing it around. Randy stands up next to Carla. RANDY (quietly) Hey, Carla. Think I can have a word? CARLA Sure thing, what’s on your mind? He pulls her aside. RANDY It’s about the ten commandments. CARLA I dunno if I’ll be much help. I haven’t seen that flick in years. RANDY No, our ten commandments. From the bible. Oh, right.



CARLA



RANDY I’ve always really had an issue with number three. CARLA Is that the “if you don’t have anything nice to say” one? RANDY You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain. CARLA Oh. How often do you do that? RANDY I go golfing every week. CARLA Say no more. RANDY It just doesn’t seem all that important to me. (MORE)



15. RANDY (CONT'D) Would God really be offended by us yelling “Oh my God!” or “God dam--” She covers his mouth with her hand. CARLA This is still a church. It hasn’t turned back into a bar yet. RANDY I mean, do we really believe in such a petty creator? CARLA No one likes their name associated with a lousy swing. RANDY Can’t we just throw that one out? Officially? I dunno...



CARLA



He picks up the basket which is now full and adds a hundred dollar bill. RANDY How about now? CARLA Jesus, Mary, and Joseph! You just earned yourself one less commandment. They shake hands and Randy leaves behind the rest of the parish. Sam watches skeptically while drying a glass. Woody busts through the door and slams it behind him. WOODY Sam! Quick you gotta hide me! SAM What’s going on? WOODY Can’t talk. Where do I go? SAM Behind the bar! Behind the bar! He ducks behind the bar just as three angry SURLY MEN run in.



16. SURLY MAN 1 I saw him come in here. SURLY MAN 2 (to Carla) Hey lady. You see a scared blonde fella run in here a second ago. She takes a deep breath. CARLA Gentlemen, you’ve just entered a place of worship and if someone did run in here, they are protected by this sanctuary. The three men exchange annoyed glances then march towards Carla with a threatening stride. CARLA (CONT’D) I should also say-They stop. CARLA (CONT’D) I fight real dirty. She breaks a beer bottle on the bar and holds it up for protection. The men back away. SAM How’s about you three get outta here before I have to call the cops or an ambulance? SURLY MAN 1 Yeah, fin. But you can tell that Woody Boyd that we got it out for him. SURLY MAN 2 Yeah, tell ‘im to stay off our streets. They leave. Woody pops up. WOODY Did they look as angry as they sounded?



17. SAM Yeah, Woody, what the hell did you get yourself in to? Carla moves the chairs back to where they belong. WOODY Ah, Sam, I don’t know. Those guys mean business. They run this town. SAM Who are they? WOODY Taxi drivers. Sam cracks up. WOODY (CONT’D) It’s not funny. They’re mad about me stealing all their fares. I gotta stop driving people. SAM Really? Over those guys? WOODY Sam, you saw them. They were ready to kill me! CARLA With what? A beaded seat cushion? Sam chuckles. WOODY Well, regardless, it’s over. No more side job. I’m just gonna stick to what I’m good at. He fills up a mug from the tap and, once again, it’s all foam. Sam nods sarcastically. DISSOLVE TO: INT. BAR - NIGHT The whole gang’s there. Norm holds up his empty glass. NORM Two more over here, Wood.



18. WOODY Are you sure that’s a good idea, Mr. Peterson? I already told you guys I can’t give you a ride tonight. CLIFF And we already forgot about three beers ago. WOODY Want me to call you two a cab? NORM I can’t afford a cab. CLIFF Yeah those guys are criminals. WOODY (making eye contact with Sam) And murderers. Sam laughs. Carla walks around the bar and hands out flyers, starting with Frasier. CARLA Have you accepted Carla Tortelli as your lord and savior? Have you accepted Carla Tortelli as your lord and savior? Have you accepted Carla Tortelli as your lord and savior? Sam pulls her behind the bar. SAM Hey hey, Carla. Don’t you think this is all a little much? CARLA Rebecca said I could evangelize a little today. SAM Yeah, well she also thinks you can call upon a demon to posses her. CARLA Don’t oppress me because of my religious beliefs.



19. SAM I’m not trying to I just-- I think it’s dangerous to play with people’s faith like this. It’s a powerful tool you’re messin’ with. She exhales. CARLA I hear what you’re saying, Sam, but you don’t need to worry. We’ve really got a special thing going here and I’m just trying to grow the church a bit. Sam nods. CARLA (CONT’D) How ‘bout you come to Sunday’s service? The rest of the gang is. You’ll see what a spiritual experience it’s all become. It’s harmless. SAM Yeah, okay. I’ll show but I’m not gonna eat one of those wafer things. CARLA We use beer nuts. SAM That’s what happened to all the beer nuts? NORM Well, if I can’t get a ride home I guess I’ll just have to sleep it off here. He gets up and heads for the restrooms. CLIFF Say, that’s not a bad idea. I’ll do that too. I call women’s restroom. NORM Why women’s? CLIFF It smells like lavender in there.



20. Norm nods. DISSOLVE TO: INT. BAR - MORNING Sam, Woody, Cliff, and Norm sit amongst the other churchgoers in suits and ties. Woody leans over to Sam. WOODY (whispering) Sam. You can’t go to hell for going to the wrong church just once, right? No, no.



SAM



He has a thought. SAM (CONT’D) Though, you might end up in Purgatory. WOODY What’s Purgatory? CLIFF It’s a lot like Milwaukee. The Keyboardist starts playing and everyone stands as Carla emerges from the office wearing priest robes. She’s followed by two of HER KIDS dressed as altar servers. They march together while Carla sports an overly solemn expression and nods to the members of the parish. SAM (whispers) This is ridiculous. NORM I know, that pianist couldn’t play somethin’ more upbeat? Carla makes it to the front of the bar. CARLA Please be seated. Everyone sits in their normal wooden chair. Randy, however collapses into a giant Lazy Boy recliner.



21. CARLA (CONT’D) Before we commence with today’s reading, we’ll start with an open floor. Carla closes her eyes along with the rest of the church as they recite this in unison: EVERYONE Our church was founded on the religious ideals of individuals. Sam, Woody, Cliff, and Norm are all startled. EVERYONE (CONT’D) We each get a say in our faith. Each and every individual voice will be heard. SAM (to himself) Individual voice, huh? CARLA Who’s first? WOMAN (standing up) I was just wondering if we could get more of those recliners for the rest of worshipers. It looks comfortable. RANDY (nodding) It is. CARLA We don’t have it in the budget. Feel free to change that if you can. She winks. CARLA (CONT’D) Anyone else? WOMAN 2 Could we possibly offer an alternative for the communion beer? Maybe a sacramental wine cooler?



22. CARLA Yech! No way! Trust me, Christ’s blood was a lager. Next? WOMAN 3 Yes, do you think next week one of my kids could be an altar server. Carla winces in thought. ThenCARLA Nah. That’s my kids’ job. Sam is taken aback. CARLA (CONT’D) Alright, now, moving on. He stands up. SAM Uh, hello, everyone. My name’s Sam and I’m an alcoholic. Everyone’s a little confused. SAM (CONT’D) Sorry. Old habits. I just want to say, Carla, you can’t keep this up. CARLA What are you doing, Sam? Sam walks to the front of the bar. SAM All of you have been led astray here. You see that, right? (to Carla) Carla, you started all this to get away from a church you lost faith in. You saw greediness and abuse of power and it grossed you out, right? CARLA That’s right. SAM Well, what do you call this? Randy reclines back.



23.



Comfort?



RANDY



SAM Well, I call it corruption. NORM Hey, Sammy? Can I get a refill on the blood of Christ when you get a chance? Sam waves him off. SAM I don’t know what religion or denomination is without corruption, maybe there isn’t one, but surely you can do better than this, Carla. CARLA I cannot believe you right now. SAM I can’t believe you! This isn’t a community it’s a cult. The only “individuals” with a voice are you and the people who can afford to pay you off. Ashamed, Carla looks to the parish then to her kids. She turns to Randy who’s now vibrating in the chair with the massage function on. RANDY (shaky voice) Whaaaaaat? CARLA (defeated) Yeah, you’re right. (to everyone) Okay, you guys. Get outta here. Mass is over. RANDY Can I take the chair? CARLA You paid for it. They all file out except Sam. Randy drags the chair across the floor.



24. CARLA (CONT’D) (to kids) Kids, go wait in the office. I’ll take you home in a minute. They do as they’re told. Carla takes off her robes and throws them on the floor. CARLA (CONT’D) How stupid could a person be? SAM You’re not stupid. Stupid people don’t ever question their faith. Stupid people aren’t able to rally a group like this. CARLA Stupid people screw it up. SAM Come on, now. CARLA It just felt so good to have that control. To have my own flock. I bet.



SAM



CARLA Sam, I felt-- I felt like a goddess, I guess. She deflates on a bar stool. Sam sits next to her. SAM Hey, Carla, you are a goddess. You take command of every single room you enter. You draw people to you naturally. You don’t need a flock. You just have to keep being the incredible person you are. I’ve been impressed by you for years now and, at the risk of getting struck by lightning, I’ve been a member of the church of Carla the whole time. Carla’s moved. Then grossed out. CARLA Are you hittin’ on me?



25. SAM Oh, shut up. DISSOLVE TO: INT. BAR - NIGHT Sam’s closing up while the entire bar is filled with people sleeping. They’re on the floor, on tables, across stools. It looks like a hostel. Woody darts around giving people pillows and blankets. SAM Woody, don’t you think this is getting a little outta hand? WOODY It’s the least I can do. These people relied on me to get them home safe and, well, I can’t do that anymore. (to everyone) Okay, is that it? Everyone tucked in? A series of SLEEPY MUMBLES answer his question. Norm pops in from the restrooms, wearing pajamas and a nightcap. NORM Hey, Wood. Me n’ Cliff are wondering what you’re reading for story time tonight? WOODY (coyly) It’s a surprise Mr. Peterson. You know that! Now get back to bed, you little scamp. I’ll be in in a second. Norm giddily runs back to the bathroom. SAM I just hope this little side job doesn’t blow up in your face like the last one. WOODY Don’t be ridiculous. How would that even happen?



26. He heads for the bathroom while Sam finishes wiping down the bar. THREE INTIMIDATING MEN walk in. One has brass knuckles. INTIMIDATING MAN 1 We’re looking for a Woody Boyd. SAM Yeah? Where are you guys from? INTIMIDATING MAN 2 We run local bed and breakfasts. Sam smiles and nods. FADE OUT. THE END
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